It is the high-accuracy, fluent, and easily comprehended reading that provides the opportunities to integrate complex skills and strategies into an automatic, independent reading process. – Atwell, 2007

Only when we invite [children] to find books that delight them is it likely that they will come to cherish literature and their own literacy” – Atwell, 2007

To place an order or for more information:
• Visit www.scholastic.com/elt
• Email INTELOP@scholastic.com (schools) or export-trade-orders@scholastic.com (distributors)
• Call +1 646-330-5288

Green Box $144.95
American English: 978-0-545-44543-6
British English: 978-0-545-44544-3

Orange Box $149.95
American English: 978-0-545-44545-0
British English: 978-0-545-44546-7

• 50 titles
• Teaching Resources
• 50 individual books per box
• Resources CD loaded with activities, lesson plans and reading tips for teachers and parents
• American and British English versions available for each box

Everyday Book Box: Orange
Ages 9-10
Everyday Book Box: Orange includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.

Everyday Book Box: Green
Ages 8-9
Everyday Book Box: Green includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.
Research has shown that easy access to books has a positive effect on students’ reading progress. – Gutkin, J.T. & Hecox-Hawkins, N.M., 2004

Multiple studies have shown that avid readers demonstrate both superior literacy development and wide-ranging knowledge across subjects. – Allington, 2011; Hiebert, 2010; Guthrie, 2008; Foorman, 2006; Krashen, 2004

Kids not only need to read a lot but they also need lots of books they can ‘read right at their fingertips.’ – Allington, 2005

Multiple studies have shown that avid readers demonstrate both superior literacy development and wide-ranging knowledge across subjects. – Allington, 2011; Hiebert, 2010; Guthrie, 2008; Foorman, 2006; Krashen, 2004

Research has shown that easy access to books has a positive effect on students’ reading progress. – Gutkin, J.T. & Hecox-Hawkins, N.M., 2004

Multiple studies have shown that avid readers demonstrate both superior literacy development and wide-ranging knowledge across subjects. – Allington, 2011; Hiebert, 2010; Guthrie, 2008; Foorman, 2006; Krashen, 2004

Kids not only need to read a lot but they also need lots of books they can ‘read right at their fingertips.’ – Allington, 2005
Kids not only need to read a lot but they also need lots of books they can read right at their fingertips. – Allington, 2006

Research has shown that easy access to books has a positive effect on students’ reading progress. – Guthrie, J.T. & Humenick, N.M., 2004

Multiple studies have shown that avid readers demonstrate both superior literacy development and wide-ranging knowledge across subjects. – Allington, 2011; Hiebert, 2010; Guthrie, 2008; Foorman, 2006; Krashen, 2004

Everyday Book Box: Red
Ages 3-6
Everyday Book Box: Red includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resource CD-ROM.

Nonfiction titles develop content vocabulary
Teaching Resources

Red Box $144.95
American English 978-0-545-37753-7
British English 978-0-545-37754-4

High-interest titles for differentiated classrooms
Teaching Resources

Everyday Book Box: Yellow
Ages 6-7
Everyday Book Box: Yellow includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resource CD-ROM.

Everyday Book Box: Yellow

50 titles

50 titles

High-interest titles for differentiated classrooms
Teaching Resources

Yellow Box $144.95
American English 978-0-545-37756-0
British English 978-0-545-37764-1

Blue Box $144.95
American English 978-0-545-37757-7
British English 978-0-545-37770-4

Resources

British English 978-0-545-37676-1
American English 978-0-545-37674-7
Yellow Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37674-7
American English 978-0-545-37676-1
Yellow Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37757-7
American English 978-0-545-37770-4
Blue Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37753-7
American English 978-0-545-37754-4
Red Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37764-1
American English 978-0-545-37756-0
Yellow Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37770-4
American English 978-0-545-37757-7
Blue Box $144.95

Teaching Resources

British English 978-0-545-37754-4
American English 978-0-545-37753-7
Red Box $144.95

Teaching Resources
Everyday Book Box: Green
Ages 8-9
Everyday Book Box: Green includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.

It is the high-accuracy, fluent, and easily comprehended reading that provides the opportunities to integrate complex skills and strategies into an automatic, independent reading process. – Allington, 2011; 2009

NEW!
British English 978-0-545-44544-3
American English 978-0-545-44543-6

Make a New Friend
Mangoes
Brenda's Big Scare
Harry's Secret Letter
The Secret of Old Hanson House
The Mystery of the Spotted Band
The Mystery of the African Mutiny
The Mystery of the Spotted Band
The Mystery of the African Mutiny

Orange Box $144.95
American English 978-0-545-44549-8
British English 978-0-545-44558-7

To place an order or for more information:
Visit www.scholastic.com/elt
Email INTELOP@scholastic.com (schools) or exporttrade-orders@scholastic.com (distributors)
Call +1 446-330-5288

Everyday Book Box: Orange
Ages 9-10
Everyday Book Box: Orange includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.

Read Every Day. Lead a Better Life.
Introducing Two NEW Levels!

✓ NEW! 2 boxes at 2 levels for intermediate readers: Green and Orange
✓ 3 boxes at 3 levels for early readers: Red, Yellow, and Blue
✓ 50 individual books per box
✓ Resources CD loaded with activities, lesson plans and reading tips for teachers and parents
✓ American and British English versions available for each box
Everyday Book Box: Green Ages 8-9
Everyday Book Box: Green includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.

50 titles

Genres introduce popular themes

Classics to challenge avid readers

Orange Box $144.95
American English: 978-0-545-44543-6
British English: 978-0-545-44544-3

To place an order or for more information:
• Visit www.scholastic.com
• Email INTLOP@scholastic.com (schools) or export-trade-orders@scholastic.com (distributors)
• Call +1 646-330-5288

NEW!

Read Every Day. Lead a Better Life.
Introducing Two NEW Levels!

✓ NEW! 2 boxes at 2 levels for intermediate readers: Green and Orange
✓ 3 boxes at 3 levels for early readers: Red, Yellow, and Blue
✓ 50 individual books per box
✓ Resource CD loaded with activities, lesson plans and reading tips for teachers and parents
✓ American and British English versions available for each box

500+ titles

Everyday Book Box: Orange Ages 9-10
Everyday Book Box: Orange includes fifty fiction and nonfiction titles and a teacher resources CD-ROM.

50 titles

Books

SAL LEVEL

Titles

Orange Box $144.95
American English: 978-0-545-44543-6
British English: 978-0-545-44544-3

Orange

Everyday Book Box: Orange

To place an order or for more information:
• Visit www.scholastic.com
• Email INTLOP@scholastic.com (schools) or export-trade-orders@scholastic.com (distributors)
• Call +1 646-330-5288

Everyday Book Box: Orange

500+ titles

Everyday Book Box: Orange

NEW!

Only when we invite [children] to find books that delight them is it likely that they will come to cherish literature and their own literacy—April 2007

It is the high-accuracy, fluent, and easily comprehended reading that provides the opportunities to integrate complex skills and strategies into an automatic, independent reading process.—Atwell, 2007
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